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Why ethics in the
professions?

� Keep ourselves on track, or keep 
our own house in order

� Socialize our students

� Professional accountability
– According to norms of behavior

– IN WHOSE BEST INTERESTS?

– WHO IS TAKING THE RISKS?

– WHO IS DERIVING THE 
BENEFITS?
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The Scientific Ethic*

A set of norms that define the scientific 

endeavor               an ethos that evolved 

gradually and organically.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS embody some of these 

norms, but “The Ethic of Science” is more like the 

charter that makes science possible than like a law book 

that spells out the specific rules.

This ethic defines the boundaries that must be respected 

by those who wish recognition as part of the scientific 

community.

* Reece, RD & Siegal, HA.  Studying People:  A primer in the ethics of  social 

research.  Mercer 1986, pp. 62-70.
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THEORETICAL APPROACHES/MODELS

ETHICAL THEORIES

• Normative

• Utilitarian

• Deontological

• Egalitarian

• Relational

• Libertarian

• Virtue
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Deontological (i.e. duty-based)

In essence, the scientific ethic expects of scientists 

the duty to:

1. Use appropriate methods;

2. Be objective;

3. Be honest in reporting;

4. Publish results - POSITIVE as well as NEGATIVE;

5. Prohibit distortion in, for example:

- Falsification of data

- Biases inherent to study design
- Proper analytical procedures
- Objective interpretation

6. Do one’s own work:

- Plagiarism

- Acknowledge sources
- Graduate students not to be exploited

GOOD ETHICS             GOOD SCIENCE����
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THE NORMAL RANGE OF 

HUMAN CONDUCT

VERY POOR
VERY 
GOOD

DISHONEST HONEST

POWER CORRUPTS. ABSOLUTE POWER 

CORRUPTS ABSOLUTELY!

(Lord Acton’s premise)

NO ONE IS IMMUNE!

AND EVERYTHING 

IN BETWEEN
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Be aware of forces at play 

that influence both 

science and policy. 

… Great vigilance and 

personal integrity are 

required to change course
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Manufacturing Doubt

� D. Michaels, Scientific American, June 2005

� D. Michaels, Doubt is their Product, Oxford 
University Press, 2008

� D. Davis. The Secret History of the War on 
Cancer, Basic Books, 2007

By increasing uncertainty, the policy-maker’s ability to 
implement health policy is made all the more difficult… 

→subversion and ambushing of science
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Influences and pressures

� From funding sources to peer review

� From the questions we ask through 

access to data

� From study design to data analysis and 

interpretation

� From dissemination to job security  
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“Industry’s offensive against the 

regulation of health and safety 

hazards uses academics to 

downplay or deny the 

seriousness of the hazards...”

Clayson and Halpern

J. of Public Health Policy

September, 1983
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THE GOLDEN RULE - adapted

• What is hateful unto you, do not do unto your 
neighbour
Hillel, Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Shabbat, 31B

• Treat others as we would want them to treat     
us or our loved ones
Luke 6:31 and Matthew 7:12

• Treat others justly so that no one would be
unjust to you
From the Prophet Mohamed’s Last Sermon

---------------------------------------------

• Do our level best

• Assert ourselves if we find someone else
who has done ill
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But, “applied ethics” is context-

related
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The Hill “criteria”.The Hill “criteria”. Is an observed Is an observed 

association causal in nature?association causal in nature?

� Strength of Evidence

� Consistency across studies

� Specificity of effects

� Temporality of effects

� Biological Gradient (dose-response)

� Plausibility of effects

� Coherence with other knowledge

� Experimental evidence

� Analogy based on experience
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Hill concludes …Hill concludes …

� “All Scientific work is incomplete –
whether it be observational or 
experimental.  All scientific work is liable 
to be upset or modified by advancing 
knowledge.  That does not confer upon us 
a freedom to ignore the knowledge we 
already have, or to postpone the action 
that it appears to demand at a given 
time.”
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An application Issue
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Chrysotile Asbestos

� Rotterdam Convention 

– Prior informed consent 

� Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, India 

and Vietnam and Canada  

� When facts (evidence) and the ethical 

principle of solidarity are overruled by 

ideology … 


